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0. No one would deny the importance of 

anekantavada or the doctrine of positive mul-

tifoldness in Jaina philosophy. 百lisdoctrine 

teaches us to observe a出ingfrom many points of 

view. Jain literature can also be discussed from 

many sides. In other words, the Jaina literature 

itself has an anekanta aspect. The Jaina philoso・

pher Samantabhadra says in his Svのarμbhustotra

出ataccording to the teaching of Mahavira由e

doctrine of anekanta is also of an anekanta char-

acter when it is observed through pramaria and 

naya.1 In出ispaper I shall point out組 example

of such a multipoint discussion on Jain C組 ons.

1. As is well known, the two main Jain sects, 

Digambara and Svetambara, have different at-

titudes toward the住aditionalsacred texts. All 

血esubsects in the Svetambara accept血eau由or-

ity of Prakrit texts called agamas, although the 

number and contents of由cligamas are not al・

ways由csame because of the different opiruons 

among血csects. The agamas are divided into 

血reegroups of works, known部 purva,anga and 

atigabahya. The last one has five subdivisions: 

upanga, chedasatra, mulasatra, prakfl7}asutra 

and culikasutra. On the other hand, Digambaras 

today訂 egenerally said to deny the authority 

of血eSvetambara canons. It is unknown, how-

ever, who is血efirst Digambara philosopher白紙

aired the opinion白紙血eSvetambara c佃 onsare 

not authentic. Moreover, some Digambara texts 

contain detailed information on出eSvetambara 

agamas when they deal with sruta or scripture as 

one of five kinds of knowledge. It would be inter-

esting to examine Digambaras’view of agamas 

姐 dcompare it with that held by Svetambaras. 

2. Some Digambaras value the authenticity of the 

:ja批hal)t}a-agama祖 dcommentaries on it. Ac-

cording to them the teaching of Lord Mahavira 

1 Svayarribhastotra 103ab： αnekiinto 'py anekiinta[I 

pramiif}Qnayasadhana[i. 

is partially preserved in由isrecently published 

literature.2 Others maintain that出eagama tradi・

tion or precious teaching of Mahavira completely 

vanished by the time 683 years after his nirv向a.3

Even after血attime, however, Digambaras seem 

to have preserved some potions of the agamas in 

a different way. 

Both traditions agree由atthe twelfth aliga, 

Dr~fivada, has been long extinct. Even so，由ey

have some information on this text. We shall see 

how the text is described in the佐aditionsof the 

Digambara加 dSvetambara schools to find sim-

ilarity as well as dissimilarity between their de-

scnptions. 

3. Let us begin our discussion with Umasvati’s 

Tattvarthasutra which is regarded as an authentic 

literature by both schools.4 In the twentieth sii佐a

of chapter I, the author Umasvati refers to §ruta 

or an authentic scripture which is one of five va-

rieties of valid knowledge or pramaria, and he 

explains血atfruta can be categorized into three 

groups and that each of them has two, many and 

twelve subdivisions. 5 

3.1. Piijyapada in the sixth cen加ry6is the first 

Digambara scholar to write a comment紅 yon血e

Tattvlirthasutra. Commenting on TS 1-20, he ex-

plains as follows:7 

”The word ‘division’（bheda) should be 

construed with each of the words ‘two sub-
divisions，，‘many subdivisions' and ‘twelve 

20n the publication of this t巴xt,see Dundas [2002: 63-
65]. 

3Dixit [1971: 79]. 
4The Svetarnbara school calls this text 

Tattviirthiidhigama sutra. In this paper I will use白e
title given by the Digambara school. 

5TS I, 20: frutarri matipurval'(I dvyαnekadv耐asa-

bhedαm. 

6We cannot decide his date with certainty. But it C油 be
said that he must be junior to Samantabhadra姐 dsenior to 
Akalailka. 

7See Sarvarthasiddhi §§210-11. 
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subdivisions'. First, by ’two subdivisions' are 

meant血eoutside and inside of anga. The 

outside of ariga has m組 ydivisions including 

Dasavaikalika, Uttaradhyayana. The inside 

of a見gahas twelve subdivisions: 1) Acara, 

2) Sutrakrta, 3) Sthana, 4) Samavaya, 5) 

Vyakhyapr，可fiapti,6) Jiiatrdharmakatha, 7) 

Opasakadhyayanα，8) Antakrdda§a, 9) Anut-

taraupapadikadasa, 10) Prasnavya.初 ral)a,

11) Vipakas反tra組 d12) Dr~！ivada. Dr~！ivada 

comprises five sections: i) parikrama, ii) 

sutra, iii) prathamanめ1oga,iv) purvagataand 

v) culika. Of these sections purvahas fourteen 

subsections: i) utpadapurva, ii）αgrltyal)砂aiii)

vzryanupravada, iv) astinast伊ravada, v) 

jiidnapravada, vi) satyapravada, vii) 
atmapravada, viii）初rmapravada, ix) 

pratyakhyananamadhのa,x) vidyanupravada, 

xi) kalyal)anamadhのa,xii) prdl)dvaya，泊ii)
kriyaviSala and xiv) lokabindusara. 

This ”scripture”is divided into three groups, 
which 訂erespectively two-, many－組d

twelve-membered. Why are there such divi-

sions? Because of different preachers. There 

are仕rreekinds of preachers: omniscient sav-

iors, perfect masters of scripture and ”remote” 
ones. Of them the omniscient highest saints, 
possessed of the highest knowledge, preached 

agama. The agama is authoritative because 

出esaints preached it after having perceived 

things directly and出eyhad destroyed all the 

faults. The perfect masters are the leaders of 
the church and血eyare direct disciples of the 

saviors and possessed of special cognitive abil-
ities. Depending upon their memory, the lead-

ers wrote books which presupposed血ca見ga.

The books are authentic because the ariga is 

authentic. The ”remote”teachers wrote books 
such as Dasavaikarika for the benefit of血eir

disciples who could not enjoy longevity and 

had the weakness of mentality and vital power 

due to the defect of aging.” 

First let us compare the titles of the inside of ariga 

listed here with those of the inside of ariga ac-

cepted by the Svetambara tradition. 8 All由eti-

ties in both traditions are with little difference: 

80n the titles of the inside of aliga given by白e
Svetambara school, see Dundas [2001：・ 73-74].

the sixth in the Digambara tradition begins with 

Jiiatr-while in the Svetambara it begins with 

Jiiata-; and the seventh ends in -dhyayana in the 

former while it ends in -da血hin the latter. A 

glance at由iswill clearly show由atthe order of 
the twelve titles in the two traditions are quite the 

same. 
Piijyapada mentions two titles 創nong出e

outside of arigα： Dα細川kalika and Ut-

taradhyの1ana.In the Svetambara tradition these 

two comprise a group of sacred literatures named 

mala or‘root’and are regarded as being among 
the oldest texts.9 

Now let us look at由econtents of the 

Dr~！ivada which is admitted by both血ctradi-
tons to be extinct. The titles of the five sections 

mentioned by Piijyapada are almost the same as 
those handed down in the Svetambara tradition.10 

The titles of the subsections of the four血section,
i.e., purva, also are血esame in the two traditions. 

The only difference is, according to Piijyapada, 

that the ninth and eleventh subsections are re-

spectively called Pratyakhyan-n伽 αdheyaand 

Kaかdl)QnamadJ祉の1ain the Digambara tradition, 
while in the Svetamb紅 a住aditionthe former has 

the title -pravatおandthe latter is called Va均jha.

In the Sarvarthasiddhi，町ijyapadaseems to 

quote from Svetambara canons to fortify his ar-

guments. The original so町 ceC組 notbe anga it-

self but must be a scripture accepted出 authentic
by Svetambaras. 

Taking all these things into consideration，由US,

we may safely say由atPiijyapada does not deny 
the Svetamabara canons, although he does not as-

sess their values. 

3.2. Akal姐 ka,another Digambara philosopher 
in the eighth century, 11 gives more detailed infor-

mation on agαW凶s.In Tαttvarthavartika l・20-xii
he says:12 

”The inside anga consists of twelve kinds of 
texts, such as Acara. They are written by 

the leaders of the church, who are possessed 

of special cognitive abilities, depending upon 
their memory. 

9Dixit [1971: 8]. 
10See Kapadia [2000: 6-7]. 
11 Akalanka must have lived in the eighth cen旬ry.On his 

date, see Dundas [2001: 49]. 
izse巴Tattviirthaviirtika,pp. 72-3. 
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The leaders have pure minds cleansed with 

the words of the Omniscient, compared to 

血ewater of血eGanga flowing from由eHi-

malaya. They, being possessed of special 

cognitive abilities, wrote twelve books begin-

ning with Aciira depending upon their mem-

ory. The books訂 ecalled the ”Inside制 ga.”

Their titles are: 1) Acara, 2) S耐rakrta,3) 

Sthana, 4) Samavaya, 5) Vyakhyaprajnapti, 

6) Jnatrdharmakatha, 7) Opasakadhyayana, 

8) Antakrddasa, 9) Anuttaraupapadikadasa, 

10) Prasnaηiikarar.ia, 11) Vipakasutraand 12) 

Dr~fivada. In Acara, different types of be-

havior, i.e., eight kinds of Suddhi, five of 

Samitiand three of Guptiare described. . 

The twelfth a旬。isDr~.tivaぬ：. • • In this 
book，出eexplanation of 363 (180+84+67+32) 

kinds of views and the refutation of them are 

made. This Dr~fivada is divided into five 

sections: parikarma, sutra, prathamanuyoga, 

purvagataand ciilikii. Of them, piirva has fo旺・

teen subsections.” 

Some of the titles in the following list are 

changed: 

i) utpadap反rva,ii) agr.骨仰α，

iii) Vliηapravada, iv) astinastipravada, 

v) jnanapravada, vi) satyapravada, 

vii) atmapravada, viii) karmapravada, 

ix) pratyakhyananamadheya, x) vidyanuvada, 

xi）初切r.ianamad向1a,xii) prar.iavaya, 

xiii) krかavisala組 dxiv) lokabindusara. 

The author Akalailka defines the Outside anga as 

follows:13 

”The”remote”teachers who had been disci-

ples or intermediate disciples and who gained 

the understanding of the reality of things com-

posed compendia of angas, for the sake of 

those who could not enjoy longevity and had 

deficient powers due to the defect of aging. 

The compendia are called the Outside 側 ga.

They are of many varieties: Uttradhyの1ana

and others.” 

In addition he quotes some passages from the 

Avasyaniryukti to bear out his views. For ex-

ample, in his comment訂 yon TS 1-19, where 

he discusses prapyakaritva of sensory organs, he 

13 Tattvarthavartika, p. 78. 

quotes the following verse as an evidence from 

agama to argue for the apraprakaritva of visual 

organs and mind: 

puyha'f[l sur.iedi sadda'f[l apuffha'f[l pur.ia pas-

sade r丘1pa'f[lI ga'f[ldha'f[l rasa'f[l ca phiisa'f[l 

baddha'f[l pu!fha'f[l vijaf}iidiグ

This is just 由e fif血 gatha of 由C

Ava§yakaniηukti. It is clear that Akalailka 

does not quote出cverse to refute what is said 

there but白紙 hequotes it出 theauthority. We 

must note, however, that he does not mention 

出istext when he enumerates the titles of the 

Inside agamas. This shows出at,although even in 

出cSvetambara佐adition血eA vasakaniryukti is 

not regarded as組 agamaliterature, it occupies 

a rather important position. We also know 

its importance from the fact白紙 ithas been 

published several times in India. 

3.3. As we have seen above, unlike Akalailka, 

Vidyanandin, who belongs to the ninth cen-

tury, does not refer to the titles and contents of 

出cagamas in his comment紅 yon TS I 20, on 

which Piijyapada and Akalailka wrote commen-

t紅白s.TS I 20 is出efirst siitra出atdeals with 

fruta or agama exclusively. It is likely，出ere-

fore，出atVidyanandin had no information on血e

Svetambara canons. But由isdoes not necessarily 

mean that by the time of Vidyanadin, i.e., by the 

ninthcen加可，出cDigambara tradition had lacked 

the knowledge about the canons. 

4. Nemicandra, a Digambara philosopher in 

the tenth cen加ηr, has a good knowledge of 

the Sv偏 mbaracanons. In his Gomattasara 

lfvakar.u;Ja, Nemicandra refers to eleven titles 

of angas，描 Pujyapada叩 dAkal a此 ado， 加d

enumerates fourteen angabahyas including 

Da§avaikiilika, Uttaradhyayana. 14 What is 

more, he not only mentions the titles of the 

agamas but also refers to the number of血c

padas which are contained in the canons. Wi血

reference to出eAcaranga, for ex創nple,he says 

that it consists of eighteen thousand padas.15 

Furthermore, Nemicandra seems to bend his 

eyes even on the twelfth a見ga,Dr~fivada, when 

mentioning five kinds of Parikarma, one S反tra,

14 Gommatastira, jfva k仰向， vv.355-356 (pp. 202-203). 
15Gommatasara, jfva ka1:1r/,a, v. 358 (p. 203). 
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one Prathamanuyoga, Puna and five Culikas.16 

In this connection it is also interesting to note 

that the five kinds of Parikarmaconsists 

of Candraprajfiapti, Suη1aprajfiapti, 

Jambudvrpaprajfiapti, Dvrpasαmudraprajfiapti 
and Vyakhyaprajfiapti.17 We come across these 

titles in the list of血eSvetambara Upaliga. As 

mentioned above, Dr~.tivada in which these five 
texts are included is regarded as extinct by both 

血etraditions. Nemicandra may intend to deny 

the authenticity of Up制 gas,especially that of 

the ones which deal with Jaina cosmology.18 

What is common ru即 時 theseDigambara au-

thors is出atthey do not emphatically deny the au-

thority of the C組 onswhich they enumerate with 

titles. 

5. It is certain白紙出eSvetambara philoso-

phers themselves mention the titles of their own 

canons. Umasvati, for example, refers to the 

names of由eangas along with Uttaradhyayana, 

Da§avaikarika, f;?.~ibhasitain his autocommen-
tary on TS 1-20.19 

More de凶ledinformation on出eSve厄mb制

canons can be found in the Nandrsutra20 which 

consists a part of由ccanons itself. Naturally 

Nandr distinguishes and enumerates the eleven 

inside angas. The titles of the inside aligas, 

though出eyare mentioned not in Sanskrit but in 

R北rit,go with those enumerated by the Digam-

bara philosophers, as we have seen above. 

6. Concluding remarks 

In my opinion, it is difficult to decide who is 

由efirst Digambara philosopher to deny the au-

thority of the Svetambara canons. The late Dr. 

K. K. Di泊tis of血eopinion血atby the sev-

enth or eighth cent町 y由eDigamabaras began 

to neglect the Svetambara canons. However, as 

we have seen above, the Digambara philosopher 

Akalailka of the eighth cen加ryref erred to血e

16 Gommatasiira, )Iva k仰がa,vv. 361-362 (p. 204). 
17 Gommatasiira, jfva k句i(ia,v. 36l(p. 204). 
18It must be noted here that cosmology is one of the 

most contraversial topics between白etwo schools. Di百er-
ent readings of the text of TS, chapers 3 and 4, which dis-
cuss Jaina cosmology, show a great discrepancy between the 
cosmologies of the Svetaambara and Digambara traditions. 
19See TS I 20 (p. 20). 
200n出eclassification of the ariga, see sii仕as79-81. On 

the titles of the arigas, see siitras 71-72. 

三vetambaraagamas. He knows not only the ti-

tles of them but also their contents. Moreover he 

quotes some p出 sagesfrom the A vasyaniryukti to 

add authority to his opinion. 

Given all由is,we may say白紙 Akalailkaac-

cepts the authority of血eSvetabara canons, at 
least p紅白allyand not in whole. And it is also 

likely出athe had some canons preserved in the 

form of manuscripts and not wi血inthe oral tra-

dition. In his works he does not accept the valid-

ity of出eSvetambara canons. But it is also clear 

出athe does not deny the validity and血atsome-

times he quotes passages to bear out his opinion. 

Thus not all the Digambaras by his time denied 

the authenticity of the Svetambara canons. 

From the textual evidence we know出atthere 

is a long history of fierce debates on various sub-

jects between由etwo traditions.百1etopics of ke-

valibhukti and strfnirva1:ia are, for ex創nple,con自

troversial among the Jainas. The Svetambaras 

admit the appetite of kevalin and the salvation of 

women, while the Digambaras deny them. Nat-

urally the former criticizes the latter and vice 

versa. This does not mean, however, that both 

traditions oppose to each other on each and ev-

ery point. On the contr紅 y,there are quite a few 

topics on which出eyagree with each other. To be 

sure, the two traditions today have different opin-

ions on the issue of whether the agamas handed 

down by the Svetambaras are authentic or not. 

But, as we have seen above, at least by the time of 

Akalaitka，出eDig創nbarasalso accepted the au-

thenticity of血ccanons though they did not say 

so explicitly. lbis attitude may have continued 

by the time of Nemicandra. 

In order to fully understand how the Digam-

baras viewed the Svetambara canons, we must 

study the手arj,ka1yrj,agamaand commentaries on 

them. Even with the research on them the tenta-

tive conclusion which we have arrived at in this 

paper will not need amendment. 
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